
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION

CLAIM NO. G007193

CRYSTAL ROYAL (WIDOW)

ROSANA ROYAL (FORMER SPOUSE)
on behalf of MINORS, AUSTIN ROYAL AND TIANA ROYAL

JEREMY ROYAL (DECEASED), EMPLOYEE CLAIMANT

BYPASS DIESEL & WRECKER, INC., EMPLOYER RESPONDENT NO. 1

STARNET INSURANCE COMPANY/
YORK RISK SERVICES GROUP, INC. (TPA),
INSURANCE CARRIER RESPONDENT NO. 1

DEATH AND PERMANENT TOTAL
DISABILITY TRUST FUND RESPONDENT NO. 2

OPINION FILED DECEMBER 13, 2012 

Hearing before Administrative Law Judge Elizabeth W. Hogan on September 14,
2012, in Hot Springs, Garland County, Arkansas.

Claimant represented by Mr. Gregory R. Giles, Attorney at Law, Texarkana,
Arkansas.

Respondents No. 1 represented by Mr. David C. Jones, Attorney at Law, Little
Rock, Arkansas.

Respondent No. 2 represented by Mr. David L. Pake, Attorney at Law, Little Rock,
Arkansas.

ISSUES

A hearing was conducted to determine the claimant’s entitlement to payment

of dependency benefits and attorney’s fees and respondents No. 1's entitlement to

a credit or reimbursement for benefits paid to Crystal Royal and Tiana Erin Royal.

At issue is whether or not the claimant, Crystal Royal, was dependent (wholly

or partially) on the deceased and whether or not Tiana Erin Royal is a qualified

minor dependent of the deceased, pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-527 and §11-

9-102(20).
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After reviewing the evidence impartially, without giving benefit of the doubt

to either party, Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-704, I find the evidence does not

preponderate in favor of the claimant.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

The parties stipulated to an employee-employer-carrier relationship on

August 18, 2010, at which time the claimant Jeremy Royal died as a result of

compensable injuries in a traffic accident.  His average weekly wage was $703.32

which would entitle a qualified surviving widow to a weekly benefit rate of $246.08

and a qualified minor dependent to a weekly benefit rate of $105.46.

At one time, Austin Royal and Tiana Erin Royal were considered qualified

minor dependents of Jeremy Royal and benefits were paid to them through their

mother, Rosana Royal.  Respondents No. 1 ceased payment to Tiana Erin Royal

after discovering that Jeremy Royal was not her biological father.

Respondents No. 1 paid benefits to Crystal Royal, widow, until they learned

she was in the process of divorcing Jeremy Royal at the time of his death.

Crystal Royal married Jeremy Royal on January 22, 2005.  They separated

on May 23, 2010, and the divorce was filed June 1, 2010.  Crystal Royal seeks

payment of widow’s benefits, contending  Jeremy Royal paid loans, gas, supplies

and tags for vehicles.  The claimant relies on the precedents of Robinson v. Ed

Williams Construction Co., 38 Ark. App. 90, 828 S.W.2d 860 and Pine Crest

Memorial Park v. Miller, 7 Ark. App. 185.

Respondents No. 1 contend Crystal Royal was not living with Jeremy Royal

at the time of his death and was not dependent on him.  Benefits were paid to

Crystal Royal at a rate of $246.16 from August 19, 2010, to August 24, 2011.

Respondents No. 1 seek a credit or reimbursement for these widow’s benefits.

Respondents No. 1 also contends that Tiana Erin Royal is not the dependent of the
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deceased based on Rosana Royal’s deposition testimony that Jeremy Royal is not

the children’s father.

Respondent No. 2, Death and Permanent Total Disability Trust Fund (Trust

Fund), contends that if Crystal Royal is determined not to be a qualified dependent,

then Respondents No. 1 are not entitled to a credit for any benefits paid to her

against its statutory obligation of $182,650.00.

The following were submitted without objection and comprise the evidence

of record:  the parties’ prehearing questionnaire responses and exhibits contained

in the transcript along with the depositions of Crystal Royal (CR) and Rosana Royal

(RR), incorporated by reference.

The following witnesses testified at the hearing:  the claimant, friend Ida

Calloway, who owes her job to Crystal Royal, and friend and business woman, Iona

Jones, who had loaned money to the Royals.  It should be noted that the witnesses

live in small towns in neighboring communities and they have all known each other

for some time.

Jeremy Royal married his first wife, Rosana, on June 2, 1998, a few days

after she had given birth to Fred Williams’ child, Tiana Erin, on May 25, 1998 (RR’s

depo. p. 15-16, 21, 49-51).  Mr. Williams paid child support sporadically (RR’s

depo. p. 28-31 40-41, 48) but he is now in prison.  Rosana Royal stated that Jeremy

Royal is listed as Tiana Erin’s father on the birth certificate, but that proof is not in

evidence.  Jeremy and Rosana had a son, Austin, born October 6, 1999.  Jeremy

and Rosana divorced February 17, 2003.  The respondent carrier paid dependency

benefits to both Tiana Erin and Austin until they learned Jeremy was not Tiana

Erin’s biological father.  They continue to pay benefits to Austin Royal, however.

Despite notice to Rosana Royal, she did not appear at the hearing or respond to the

notice by phone or mail to challenge the controversion of benefits to Tiana Erin.
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Jeremy Royal married his second wife, Crystal, on January 22, 2006.  There

were no children born of this marriage but Crystal had two children from previous

relationships.  Andrew Martz, born September 12, 1996, is the son of Robert Martz

(CR depo. p. 10-19, 21) and Dalton Smith, born April 30, 1999, is the son of Scott

Smith (CR depo. p. 20-25).  Jeremy Royal never adopted Andrew or Dalton.

Crystal Royal has not pursued child support from the children’s biological fathers

who live in the area, but Crystal is receiving Social Security benefits for them as a

result of Jeremy Royal’s death, (CR depo. p. 94-95).

At the time of their marriage, Jeremy Royal had not paid back taxes and the

IRS froze their joint checking account.  Crystal Royal then opened an account in her

name only in 2008 or 2009 (CR depo. p. 33-36, 41-42) (RR depo. p. 59) (Tr. p. 72,

90-92).

While Jeremy and Crystal Royal were married, they incurred a great deal of

debt from the bank and through loans from local store owner, Iona Jones (CR depo.

57-61) (Tr. p. 65-68, 96-98).  Crystal Royal has worked for Bowie Correctional

Center since October 2007.  Jeremy Royal worked for Bypass Diesel until Ms.

Jones loaned him $30,000.00 to buy an eighteen wheeler so he could be self-

employed (CR depo. p. 29-33, 40).  When that venture failed due to a DWI (Tr. p.

67), Jeremy Royal went to work for Hansen but was fired after he was arrested for

assaulting Crystal Royal on May 23, 2010, (CR depo. p. 43-53).  He then returned

to work at Bypass Diesel where he remained employed until his death in a motor

vehicle accident (MVA) on August 10, 2010.

After the May 23, 2010, assault, Crystal Royal filed for divorce on June 1,

2010 (CR. depo. p. 53).  She requested a division of property and payment of

medical expenses associated with the assault but she did not request spousal
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support (Tr. p. 73-74).  After Jeremy Royal’s death, Crystal Royal received

$1,500.00 from a trucking association, (Tr. p. 88-89).

In June, 2010, Jeremy Royal began living with Trista Douglas (Jorgenson)

who he planned to marry (RR depo. p. 57, 63-65) (CR depo. p. 74, 102-103).

Questions surrounding Crystal and Jeremy Royal’s finances concentrate on

the time period between May 23, 2010, when they separated to August 10, 2010,

when Jeremy Royal died.  Crystal Royal explained that they bought a house in 2007

(CR depo. p. 27-28, 76) (Tr. p. 57-59, 64) and had loans for siding (CR depo. p.

79), a refrigerator (CR depo. 86), vehicles for themselves and her brother (CR

depo. p. 80-84) (Tr. p. 80-81, 86-87), all-terrain vehicles (CR depo. 56, 80-81, 84-

85), charges for gas and groceries at Iona Jones’ store (CR depo. p. 72, 87) (Tr.

p.59, 69-72), as well as utilities and credit cards, (Tr. p. 63).

Although Jeremy Royal was under a restraining order after the assault and

wore an ankle bracelet to restrict him from returning to their home, Crystal Royal

testified she would meet him at other places and he would give her money.  She

had an expectation of support from him in the amount of $200-$300 per month (CR

depo. p. 61, 65-66, 69).  However, a review of the documents provided by the

claimant, show the accounts were delinquent.  If Jeremy Royal was giving Crystal

Royal money to make payments on the loans, she did not do so, (Tr. p. 111-112).

According to Rosana Royal, Crystal was saving money to leave Jeremy, Jeremy

was supporting his new girlfriend, Trista, and there just wasn’t enough income to

go around (RR depo. p. 39-41, 44-45, 68) ( Tr. p. 95, 104-107).  Jeremy Royal

didn’t even have the $75.00 needed to pay for his son Austin’s football fee (Tr. p.

87-88).

There was testimony that Crystal and Jeremy Royal might reconcile (Tr. p.

75-90, 94-96) despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary.
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Ms. Calloway and Ms. Jones testified that Jeremy Royal financially

supported Crystal Royal after their separation but Ms. Calloway couldn’t specify any

amount.  Ms. Jones admitted to a failing memory and was hazy about the timing of

the separation.  Her proof was a handwritten note showing Jeremy Royal paid

$35.00 toward a loan for a refrigerator in July, 2010, that according to Crystal

Royal, was part of their verbal property agreement (Tr. p. 52, 111-112).  Neither Ms.

Calloway nor Ms. Jones seemed to know anything about the couple’s problems with

the IRS or domestic abuse.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

The deceased, Jeremy Royal, left behind a tangled financial history and

complicated personal life.  The respondent carrier controverted benefits to Tiana

Erin Royal but Rosana Royal did not appear to challenge that decision.  Based on

the evidence of record, I find that Tiana Erin is not Jeremy Royal’s biological child

and she is not entitled to dependency benefits.

At the time of his marriage to Crystal, Jeremy Royal’s credit was already a

problem due to back taxes owed to the IRS.  They compounded the problem by

incurring more debt than they could handle.  Because of the domestic abuse, I find

that Crystal Royal cut ties with Jeremy Royal by filing for divorce, removing him

from her phone plan, dropping his health and life insurance, and was unable to

contact him until she obtained his phone number from Rosana Royal to discuss the

court-ordered restitution.  For his part, Jeremy Royal had moved on to a new

girlfriend and stopped paying for Crystal’s brother’s truck.  I see no evidence that

the parties were trying to reconcile.

When the widow is not living with the employee at the time of his
death, there must be some showing of actual dependency.  Roach
Mfg. Co. v. Dole, 265 Ark. 908, 582 S.W.2d 268 (1979).  The test of
actual dependence, however, does not require a showing of total
dependence:  a finding of some measure of actual support or a
reasonable expectation of it will suffice. Pinecrest Memorial Park, Inc.
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v. Miller, 7 Ark. App. 185, 646 S.w.2d 33 (1983).  Dependence is not
an issue of law, but a fact issue to be determined by the
circumstances existing when the compensable injury occurred.
Hoskins v. Rogers Cold Storage, 52 Ark. App. 219, 916 S.W.2d 136
(1996).

I find that the parties were dividing debts for the things they needed but there

was simply insufficient income to expect continuing support.

1. The Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction of
this claim in which the employee-employer-carrier relationship
existed on August 18, 2010, at which time the claimant Jeremy
Royal died as a result of compensable injuries in a traffic
accident.  His average weekly wage was $703.32 which would
entitle a qualified surviving widow to a weekly benefit rate of
$246.08 and a qualified minor dependent to a weekly benefit
rate of $105.46.

At one time, Austin Royal and Tiana Erin Royal were
considered qualified minor dependents of Jeremy Royal and
benefits were paid to them through their mother, Rosana
Royal.  Respondents No. 1 ceased payment to Tiana Erin
Royal after discovering that Jeremy Royal was not her
biological father.

Respondents No. 1 paid benefits to Crystal Royal, widow, until
they learned she was in the process of divorcing Jeremy Royal
at the time of his death.

2. Tiana Erin Royal is not the biological child of the deceased
and is not his dependent.

3. Crystal Royal had no expectation of support from Jeremy
Royal who died after divorce proceedings were initiated.

4. Respondent No. 1, the carrier, is not entitled to a credit or
reimbursement.

5. If they have not already done so, the respondents are directed
to pay the court reporter, Celia Jamison’s, fees and expenses
within thirty days of receipt of the bill.

This claim for dependency benefits is respectfully denied and dismissed.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                                
ELIZABETH W. HOGAN   
Administrative Law Judge


